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Modernized technologies, architectures and practices are essential to accelerate

digital business. Our predictions will help software engineering leaders make strategic

decisions around cloud-native architectures, observability technologies, supply chain

security and improving developer experience.

Event-driven applications enable businesses to rapidly respond to customer needs.

However, incorrect design and architectural choices can increase technical complexity.

■

A shared self-service developer portal enables software development teams to scale

and remain agile while still operating to the standard required to protect the

organization.

■

The plethora of tools for logs, metrics and trace collections pose a constraint to

designing for observability and shifting left some of the reliability and performance

concerns.

■

As organizations increasingly rely on software to operate all aspects of business,

software development environments become an attractive target for security attacks.

■

Reduce technical complexity in designing new reactive, event-driven applications by

using serverless computing technologies in both the cloud and edge.

■

Improve developer experience and enhance development agility by building self-service

developer portals that streamline software development, deployment and operations.

■



Strategic Planning Assumption(s)
By 2025, 60% of new event-driven applications will use serverless computing due to its

rapid elasticity, cost agility and low operational overhead.

By 2025, 75% of organizations with platform teams will provide self-service developer

portals to improve developer experience and accelerate product innovation.

By 2025, 30% of large enterprises will use browser-based IDEs to streamline development

workflows and enable better manageability.

By 2025, 70% of new cloud-native applications will adopt OpenTelemetry for observability,

rather than vendor-specific agents and SDKs.

By 2025, 60% of organizations will harden their software delivery pipelines to protect

against supply chain security attacks.

Analysis

What You Need to Know

Software has become the engine for business innovation. In Gartner’s 2021 Software

Engineering Leaders Survey, 1 software engineering leaders rank “delivering innovative

software solutions” and “delighting customers beyond their expectations” as the top two

most rewarding aspects of their jobs. However, driving innovation and customer delight

requires modernizing software engineering technologies, architectures and practices.

This research highlights technology shifts that will help you modernize the way you

develop and deliver software. Investing in the skills, practices and technologies outlined

here will help significantly reduce technical debt and give your organization a competitive

edge. For instance, when rearchitecting solutions or building new applications using

cloud-native technologies, you must reimagine business models to create new customer

experiences.

Digital business innovation requires modernizing five core areas of software development

(see Figure 1):

Adopt an open-source approach to observability by using OpenTelemetry-based

solutions for tracing with plans to expand their use for logs and metrics.

■

Protect development environments from supply chain security threats by securing

source code repositories, hardening software delivery pipelines and enforcing access

controls.

■

Figure 1: Five Key Areas for Modernizing Software
Development



These five core areas will enable key technology shifts in software development (see

Figure 2):

Application architecture: using cloud capabilities to drive agility, scalability and reduce

complexity

■

Developer experience: for example, platform teams providing self-service developer

portals

■

Development environments: simplifying environment setup using consistent

development workflows

■

Observability: observability-driven development to shift-left performance and reliability■

Security: securing the software delivery pipelines from supply chain attack■

Figure 2: Technology Shifts Affecting Software Development
Through 2025



Strategic Planning Assumptions

Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2025, 60% of new event-driven applications will use

serverless computing due to its rapid elasticity, cost agility and low operational overhead.

Analysis by: Arun Chandrasekaran & Manjunath Bhat

Key Findings:

Serverless functions are ways to build and run application code without having to

manage the underlying infrastructure and runtime.

■

Interest in event-driven applications is growing, driven by the need for business agility

and the need to support real-time information processing. Event-driven architecture is a

natural fit for applications composed of component services that are loosely coupled,

such as applications built using microservices.

■

Serverless functions fit well with microservices application patterns, and will become

the primary abstraction for event-driven components due to their rapid elasticity and

micro-billing pricing models.

■

Serverless functions are stateless (i.e., persistence being external to the runtime

instances), but extensions to the serverless model can provide the illusion of stateful

■



Market Implications:

Event-driven architecture is on the rise as businesses strive to capture and analyze digital

moments in real time to gain a competitive advantage. Serverless functions — a popular

form of serverless computing — align well with event-driven architecture where

application logic responds to a variety of event triggers. In a serverless FaaS environment,

functions can be configured to listen to event sources, and execute when those sources

emit events.

Serverless adoption requires a major shift in application architectures and design

practices. As an architectural pattern, serverless is not common in most enterprises.

However, organizations that currently use event-driven, API-centric, cloud-native or

microservices architectures are well positioned for adopting serverless functions.

Gartner’s 2021 Software Engineering Leaders Survey reveals that 64% of organizations

currently use event-driven architecture, and the same proportion undertake architecture

refactoring and modernization (see Figure 3).

execution for long-running processes.

Figure 3: Use of Modern Architecture and Design Practices



Serverless functions enable organizations to process individual events in a scalable

manner, with significantly low operational overhead compared to other compute options.

However, their stateless nature makes them unsuitable for event stream processing,

which looks for patterns of events. The key benefits that serverless computing delivers

include deployment and operational simplicity, workload elasticity and cost savings by

virtue of billing based on how long the application code runs.

AWS pioneered serverless FaaS in 2015, and public clouds are still the most effective

environment for running serverless functions due to their broad cloud-native ecosystem,

the availability of event triggers and their “scale to zero” elasticity. In the past two years, a

number of open-source frameworks (e.g.,  Knative,  KEDA) evolved for on-premises and

hybrid deployments — although their adoption and maturity tend to be low. More recently,

content delivery network (CDN) providers began offering low latency serverless functions

integrated with their edge networks. This may give rise to a new breed of edge-centric use

cases, such as digital commerce and content delivery.

Recommendations:

Related Research:

 Top 10 Trends in PaaS and Platform Innovation, 2020

The Future of Cloud in 2025: From Technology to Innovation

A CIO’s Guide to Serverless Computing

How to Identify Your Event-Driven Architecture Use Cases to Select the Best-Fit Event

Broker

Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2025, 75% of organizations with platform teams will

provide self-service developer portals to improve developer experience and accelerate

product innovation.

Analysis by: Manjunath Bhat

Identify use cases with highly elastic workloads and asynchronous processing

requirements — these are good candidates for using serverless functions with event-

driven architectures.

■

Focus on extending observability to serverless use cases for troubleshooting and root

cause analysis. Part of this analysis focuses on problems that may be unique to

serverless, like function invocations, errors, timeouts and out-of-memory events — in

addition to usage costs.

■

Expand the scope of future use cases by tracking developments around serverless at

edge and support for stateful applications.

■

https://knative.dev/docs/
https://keda.sh/
javascript:void(0);
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Key Findings:

Market Implications:

A self-service developer portal streamlines the creation of new artifacts via

discoverability and ownership of services, apps and components. The platform enables

continuous updates to those artifacts via deployment pipelines, shared documentation

and innersourcing techniques. Finally, it enables continuous operations through

automation, monitoring and automated incident response capabilities.

See Figure 4 for an example of a self-service developer portal offered by Mia-Platform.

Figure 5 shows the homepage of Backstage, a self-service developer portal open-sourced

by Spotify.

According to the Gartner 2020 DevOps Survey, 82% of organizations have created

platform teams to provide developers with self-service access to cloud, automation

and infrastructure capabilities. 2

■

Gartner inquiry data shows a 36% increase in inquiries on platform engineering efforts

between Aug 2020 to Sep 2021, compared to the same period in 2019 to 2020. These

organizations are either aiming to reduce friction for software engineering teams,

promote innersourcing or create a self-service approach to consume cloud services.

■

Emerging open-source software (e.g., Backstage.io) and technology providers (e.g.,

Humanitec and Mia-Platform) provide platforms to build self-service developer portals.

Such a portal enables easy access to shared components, API documentation and

templatized workflows for consistently building and deploying applications.

■

Figure 4: Mia-Platform Homepage Tailored to the Specific
Needs of a Developer



As part of their digital transformation initiatives, large enterprises will provide self-service

developer portals that deliver value-added services to development teams. These include

integration capabilities, process automation, knowledge hubs, DevOps pipelines,

environment management, observability and container management. The aim is to reduce

“toil” (i.e., repetitive work with no enduring value) and enhance consistency, sharing and

learning between teams with the added benefits of governance and security. 3

Organizations can expect five primary benefits from self-service developer portals:

Mia-Platform

Figure 5: Backstage Homepage Tailored to the Specific Needs
of a Developer at Spotify

Spotify

Minimize friction for development activities, shortening product development and

testing time

■

Reduce developer onboarding time and effort, thus attracting and retaining top talent■

Increase velocity in the development and deployment process■

Embrace a consistent approach to accelerate adoption of cloud-native technologies

across the organization, resulting in improved developer experience and built-in

governance

■



Recommendations:

Related Research:

Why DevOps Success Requires Platform Teams

Infographic: Platforms and Tools to Scale the Delivery of High-Quality Software

 Building a Platform for Product Team Productivity

How to Manage and Market Platforms as Products for DevOps Teams

Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2025, 30% of large enterprises will use browser-based

IDEs to streamline development workflows and enable better manageability.

Analysis by: Manjunath Bhat

Key Findings:

Increase discoverability of existing assets, services and APIs with the platform

becoming a “hub” for sharing and reusing knowledge, code and other artifacts across

teams

■

For cloud governance use cases, use self-service developer portals as a way to

establish governance and gain economies of scale, while still enabling speed to market

and innovation that democratize access to cloud capabilities.

■

Enable continuous innovation by appointing a platform owner to manage, advocate,

market and improve the portal with a goal of improving developer experience and

increasing development velocity.

■

Enhance the value proposition of the portal by creating communities of practice and

ensuring developer adoption through continuous engagement and feedback. Establish

KPIs that measure the portal’s success based on both its usage and ability to reduce

toil for development teams.

■

Faster time to market requires consistency in development workflows and reduced toil

in bootstrapping development environments.

■

Environment setup issues can impede productivity and hurt the onboarding experience

for recently hired software engineers.

■

Organizations are considering browser-based IDEs because they enable a consistent

developer experience and establish a common security posture for all developers. In

some cases, they support different themes, such as  VS Code and  vim modes, so

developers can use a familiar experience of their favorite desktop IDEs.

■

javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://code.visualstudio.com/
https://www.vim.org/


Market Implications:

Browser-based IDEs provide developers with consistent, secure access to pre-configured

development workflows. This eliminates the toil of setting up their own environments,

installing and maintaining prerequisites and software development kits (SDKs), and

continuously updating installed packages and IDE plug-ins. Browser-based IDEs are

prepackaged with tooling for multiple programming languages, which enables teams to

write code for different application stacks with standardized and templatized workflows.

Browser-based access to a complete development environment effectively decouples the

development workspace from the physical workstation, enabling a consistent experience

across devices. The workspace goes beyond code editors and comprises debugging

tools, code reviews, sharing and collaboration, and integration with source control

repositories and CI/CD pipelines.

Gartner sees four factors that will drive increased adoption of browser-based IDEs:

Benefits

DevOps tools providers are innovating rapidly in this space. Representative products

include Amazon Web Services Cloud9, Codeanywhere, GitHub Codespaces, Gitpod, Red

Hat CodeReady Workspaces, CodeSandbox, Stackblitz and Replit.

■

Automation and tool modernization introduces more plug-ins, extensions and API

integrations — which are cumbersome to manage on local machines and leads to a

“well, it works on my machine!” developer sentiment.

■

Remote work and remote onboarding of software developers create the need for a

frictionless onboarding experience. The ability to share the development environment

among team members makes remote debugging and remote pair programming easier.

■

Cloud-native (e.g., Kubernetes) deployments require new tooling that is either

unavailable, inconvenient or expensive to set up on local desktops. Likewise, low-code

development tools are web-first — 89% of low-code development vendors support a

web-based IDE, compared with 24% for desktop-based IDEs.

■

The ability to centrally manage, govern and secure development environments

becomes especially important with the increasing threat of software supply chain

attacks. Browser-based IDEs can meet developer needs, such as the ability to use their

own device (e.g., BYOD) and organizational needs (e.g., data residency, regulatory

requirements).

■



Browser-based IDEs remove the need to manage environments — especially when

supporting multiple products. This can be a significant time saving tactic and removes

the issue of environment drift, since everyone uses the same environment. In addition,

developers are not limited by the device hardware used to access them, other than

network speed to an extent.

Obstacles

Browser-based IDEs incur costs in addition to what an organization may already be

paying for DevOps tooling. The cost can be prohibitive for teams that rely only on open-

source tools for application development and delivery needs on local machines.

Connectivity presents another obstacle, and poor or inconsistent internet speeds

adversely affect developer productivity. Developers cannot write, debug and test code

without a stable internet connection.

Recommendations:

Related Research:

Infographic: Platforms and Tools to Scale the Delivery of High-Quality Software

Hype Cycle for Software Engineering

Quick Answer: How to Create a Frictionless Onboarding Experience for Software

Engineers

Quick Answer: How to Create a Frictionless Onboarding Experience for Software

Engineers

Software Engineering Technologies Primer for 2021

Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2025, 70% of new cloud-native applications will adopt

OpenTelemetry for observability, rather than vendor-specific agents and SDKs.

Pilot the use of browser-based IDEs by introducing them when teams are developing

with cloud-hosted source repositories. Even when developers prefer local environments

on their machines, browser-based IDEs can provide a baseline as a “reference”

environment.

■

Improve the onboarding experience for new developers by using browser-based IDEs to

reduce ramp-up time.

■

Protect against breaches by collaborating with security leaders to enforce strong

authentication and authorization policies, including socializing benefits like encrypted

secrets. Ensure that browser-based IDE deployments are secured as part of the

software delivery toolchain.

■

javascript:void(0);
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Analysis by: Padraig Byrne & Gregg Siegfried

Key Findings:

Market Implications:

Monitoring has long been the responsibility of the operations team — often applied after

an application has been rolled into production. Traditional techniques have relied on the

deployment of proprietary agents, attempting to instrument applications from the outside

looking in. These agents have several limitations for modern infrastructure environments.

For example, deploying agents in containers caused problems for scalability, speed and

cost.

Modern observability looks to change this by enabling developers to instrument their

code and use tools, platforms and frameworks that build in instrumentation. This

provides developers with visibility into their application both during development and after

it is deployed, improving the operational state.

Building on the initial success of internal projects built at Google, Twitter and Uber for

distributed tracing and metrics collection, OpenTelemetry has emerged as an open

standard for telemetry collection, as well as ingestion for metrics, logs and traces for

monitoring distributed microservices. The Cloud-Native Computing Foundation (CNCF)

merged OpenCensus (formerly Google’s Dapper system) and OpenTracing to form the

OpenTelemetry Project (see Figure 6).

OpenTelemetry, a merger of OpenCensus and OpenTracing, has emerged as the open

standard with support from commercial vendors, open source communities and end

users.

■

The OpenTelemetry standards include protocols to ingest data from traces, metrics

and logs — but only the tracing specific standard has reached general availability, with

commercial implementations available. 4

■

Open standards allow users to move between or choose multiple vendors (including

open source solutions), which differentiate their offerings based on how they now

analyze the data.

■

Observability brings together developers, SREs and IT operations by enabling a

common set of standards, tools and processes for identifying problems in application

performance.

■

Better observability, facilitated by open standards, is increasing developer velocity by

allowing greater confidence in new-feature rollouts.

■

Figure 6: OpenTelemetry’s Lineage



OpenTelemetry is a collection of specifications, SDKs, APIs and tools that vendors and

developers can use to generate and export telemetry data. Most current implementations

focus on tracing, but specifications are being developed for traces, metrics and logs.

Using an open standard in their code frees developers from vendor-specific protocols and

empowers them to use a variety of monitoring and observability tools. Rather than simply

instrumenting the application, vendors can focus on delivering value by analyzing the data

and providing critical insights.

OpenTelemetry-based tracing is seeing emerging support from new and established

vendors. New observability tool providers, such as Honeycomb & Lightstep (now part of

ServiceNow) — as well as established monitoring vendors, such as Dynatrace, Elastic,

Splunk, Sumo Logic & New Relic — now support OpenTelemetry specifications and APIs.

Recommendations:

Related Research:

Monitoring and Observability for Modern Services and Infrastructure

Apply a “shift left” approach to observability by implementing distributed tracing as part

of your development work.

■

Develop an observability strategy that encompasses all areas of telemetry — including

traces, metrics and logs.

■

Keep up with the pace of innovation in observability by using open standards and open-

source-based technologies with robust ecosystems and rich community support.

■

javascript:void(0);


Innovation Insight for Observability

Hype Cycle for Monitoring, Observability and Cloud Operations, 2021

Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2025, 60% of organizations will harden their software

delivery pipelines to protect against supply chain security attacks.

Analysis by: Mark Horvath

Key Findings:

Market Implications:

Software supply chain attacks are becoming increasingly sophisticated, with malicious

actors exploiting weaknesses at every stage in the software procurement, development

and delivery life cycle. This includes everything from injecting malicious code into open-

source packages to installing back doors in post-deployment software updates (see

Figure 7).

Events such as the SolarWinds compromise — and the increasing prevalence of

ransomware in many verticals — has sharpened organizations’ sensitivity to the

security gaps created by using outside vendors in their software supply chains.

■

The U.S. president’s May 2021 Executive Order on Cybersecurity mandates a

requirement for software vendors selling at least to the U.S. federal government to

provide a software bill of materials (SBOM).

■

Remote work as a result of COVID-19 has both revealed existing risks in software

development processes and created new ones.

■

Open-source software (OSS) introduces multiple risks, including well-understood

problems like vulnerabilities and unfavorable license terms, along with growing needs

to assess operational risk and identify malicious code and other software supply chain

attacks.

■

Figure 7: Potential Software Supply Chain Risks

javascript:void(0);
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As a result, software engineering teams must assume that all code — both externally

sourced and internally developed — development environments and tooling may have

been compromised. In addition, security hygiene should now extend to external code

dependencies and commercial off the-shelf (COTS) software, which includes the use of

third-party APIs.

Software buyers will raise questions about vendors’ ability to secure their software supply

chain using secure coding practices, security testing, incident response plans and

continuous patching. Software vendors will need to have crisp, timely answers about their

own software supply chain and security practices or risk losing business to competitors

that demonstrate the security of their pipelines.

Software engineering teams will implement measures to guard against:

Compromise of software development environments and delivery pipelines.■

Injection of malware into legitimate software (custom-built, procured, as well as OSS).■

Inclusion of vulnerable and malicious dependencies throughout the software supply

chain.

■



Recommendations:

Software engineering leaders focused on software engineering strategies should work

with their security and risk counterparts to:

Related Research:

How Software Engineering Leaders Can Mitigate Software Supply Chain Security Risks

Market Guide for Software Composition Analysis

The Impact of the U.S. Executive Order to Secure Critical Supply Chains and How It May

Affect You

A Look Back
In response to your requests, we are taking a look back at some key predictions from

previous years. We have intentionally selected predictions from opposite ends of the scale

— one where we were wholly or largely on target, as well as one we missed.

By 2022, more than 50% of containerized workloads will span hybrid environments, up

from less than 20% today.

We predicted in 2019 that over 50% of containerized workloads will span hybrid

environments. Our container adoption and strategy survey 5 done in 2020 provides

evidence that 60% currently use container technologies with 51% of organizations running

container management software across hybrid environments. Many enterprises start their

container and Kubernetes adoption either through siloed commercial software

distributions, such as Red Hat OpenShift, SUSE Rancher or VMware Tanzu, or by

consuming native services in the public cloud, such as AWS EKS, Microsoft AKS or

Google Cloud GKE.

As the scale and use cases for containers increase, platform engineering teams are

striving to bring more consistency and automation across the disparate environments

that span public cloud, on-premises and edge. Consequently, major Kubernetes platform

vendors, such as AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, Red Hat (IBM), SUSE Rancher and

Protect the integrity of internal and external code by enforcing strong version-control

policies, using artifact repositories for trusted content, and managing vendor risk

throughout the delivery life cycle.

■

Harden the software delivery pipeline by configuring security controls in CI/CD tools,

encrypting secrets and signing code and container images.

■

Secure the operating environment for software engineers by governing access to

resources using principles of least privilege and a zero-trust security model.

■

javascript:void(0);
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VMware, are introducing products to enable hybrid deployments and build a management

plane that can govern and manage workloads across environments.

SPA: By 2022, 50% of organizations will execute at least one DevOps pipeline relying

entirely on OSS tools.

We predicted that 50% of organizations will adopt DevOps toolchains comprising only

open-source tools in February 2019. In hindsight, we overestimated the speed of adoption

of OSS-based toolchains. Although open source has become the engine for innovation —

especially in advancing cloud-native technologies — organizations face barriers in terms

of prerequisite skills, legacy infrastructure, need for commercial support and security

concerns.

Here are indications of continued growth and adoption of DevOps tools based on open-

source tools and technologies:

Evidence
1 Gartner’s Software Engineering Leaders Survey (2021) was conducted to understand

the challenges and responsibilities of software engineering leaders. The research was

conducted online from April to June 2021 among 314 respondents from North America

(49%), Western Europe (33%) and APAC (18%).

Respondents were screened to be responsible for at least one team of software

engineers at organizations of over $20M USD in worldwide revenue across organizations

from all industries except construction, natural resources, energy, some manufacturing

sub-industries, local or regional Government, and wholesale.

The survey was developed collaboratively by a team of Gartner analysts and was

reviewed, tested and administered by Gartner’s Research Data and Analytics (RDA) team.

Results of this study reflect the sentiments of the respondents and companies

participating in this survey, not the market as a whole.

Vendors such as GitLab, VMware and Red Hat use open-source software to either fill

gaps in capabilities or offer open-source versions of their software.

■

Vendors such as Stratox ( CodeNow) provide a fully-managed OSS-based value stream

delivery platform, relying 100% on open-source software tools.

■

The Gartner Research Circle Survey conducted in 2019 showed that over 90% of

organizations use OSS in various functions, including mission-critical workloads. 6

■

Gartner’s 2020 Building Digital Platforms Study showed that 75% of successful digital

businesses used cloud-native OSS stacks and OSS-powered cloud services to build

their digital platforms. 7

■

https://www.codenow.com/


2 Gartner’s 2020 Achieve Business Agility With Automation, Continuous Quality and

DevOps Survey was conducted online from June through August 2020 among 205

respondents working for service providers, cloud providers and end-user organizations in

North America and Western Europe that have deployed or are using DevOps.

Qualified organizations had at least $500 million in annual revenue and were required to

primarily operate in the banking and financial services, government, insurance, healthcare

providers and retail industries.

Respondents were required to work in their organization’s IT function, have a job title less

senior than C-level and be two or more layers away from the most senior executive in their

organization.

The respondents’ role had to be primarily focused on application development,

infrastructure and operations — or business intelligence and information management. In

these focus areas, they were also required to perform relevant roles/activities.

Results of this study do not represent global findings or the market as a whole but reflect

the sentiment of the respondents and companies surveyed.

3  Building the National Australia Bank Engineering Foundation, National Australia Bank.

4  OpenTelemetry Website, OpenTelemetry.

5 In a Gartner Research Circle survey (Examining the Maturity of Open-Source

Management), which was conducted from June through July 2019, over 90% of

participating respondents indicated that their organizations used OSS in various functions

— including mission-critical workloads.

6 Gartner’s 2020 Building Digital Platforms Study was conducted online during May and

June 2020 among 206 respondents working for organizations in North America and

Western Europe with at least $1B U.S. in annual revenue. Organizations were from the

manufacturing and natural resources, communications, media, services, retail, banking

and financial services, insurance, healthcare, transportation and utilities industries.

Organizations also had to be working on digital business efforts or planning to do so,

defined as involving the Internet of Things (IoT), delivery of public APIs, private/B2B APIs

or a combination thereof. Quotas were set to ensure that a majority of organizations had

a fully implemented digital business initiative.

Respondents were required to have a job title of Director or above and to be involved in

either digital business, data analytics, IoT or API-based platforms for partners. In respect

to digital business initiatives, they were also required to have a role in either defining

technology requirements, investigating or evaluating service providers, or making final

decisions.

https://medium.com/@nabtechblog/building-the-nab-engineering-foundation-e2605db757c
https://opentelemetry.io/


The results of this study do not represent global findings or the market as a whole, but

reflect the sentiments of the respondents and companies surveyed.

7 Gartner’s 2020 Container Adoption and Strategy Survey was conducted online 3-18

March 2020 with 91 members of the Gartner Research Circle — a Gartner-managed panel

of IT leaders.

To participate, a respondent had to belong to an organization involved in container

technologies. Of the participating organizations, 60% currently use container

technologies, 27% are piloting/testing and 12% have plans to adopt. Respondents came

from across the world, with a majority from Europe (49%) and North America (33%).

The survey was developed collaboratively by a team of Gartner analysts, and was

reviewed, tested and administered by Gartner’s Research Data and Analytics (RDA) team.
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